TRACO Export-Import GmbH
Am Wetzelshaus 22 - D-40883 Ratingen (Germany)
Phone: +49 2102 96 99 75 - E-Mail: info@traco-online.de - www.traco-online.de
Your Window Into German And European Markets – One Source For High Quality Products

TRACO Export-Import GmbH is interested in cooperation with companies who intend to import or
use our product groups mentioned below. We will assure you a reliable and trustful partnership to
meet all requirements which are due to your special markets of flexible pneumatics. To give some
understanding what we are doing we would like to introduce our company as follows:
TRACO was founded in 1979 as trading company supplying machine elements and spare parts
into Europe and Japan. With our partners we are acting close and trustful since this. We are aiming
to do similar with new partners abroad. In 1981 we started to sell compressed air bags/cushions.
Since 2002 we added lifting bags “HEAVY DUTY” to our programme. In total we are covering the
following:
1. Elastomertechnology “From One Hand” (visit our homepage and click “Downloads.EN”):

-

TRACOpress ECOcushions as machine- and/or assembling elements; function like single

acting pneumatic cylinders (short-stroke-cylinders). High power in minimal gaps = 8 - 17
mm. Up to 8 bar working pressure. Max. temperature: 100°C. Long lifetime.
-

TRACOpress VULCANcushions = hot vulcanized lifting bags of different shapes and

sizes as to special customer’s design. Max. temp.: 140°C.
-

TRACOpress VTRcushion = very thin cushions for extremely small built-in height.

Thickness from 2 mm.
-

Pneumatic lifting bags “HEAVY DUTY”, Kevlar(aramid fabric)-reinforced, for industrial

and governmental (fire brigades, rescue, military) use. For special requirements we
provide individual executions. Also available as Platform lifting bags with defined
surface in touch.
-

Flexible Tanks for different media, liquids or gases. Max. volume: 1.000 m³.

-

Flow Stoppers up to 3.000 mm diameter for use in pipings/tubings to inter-rupt flow, i.e.

for repair, maintenance. Also in T-shape. Anti-pollution stoppers and drainage cores.
Manhole seals for airtests in sewer lines. Leak sealing systems.
-

Elastomer Engineering covering special design with air/liquid inflated elastomer materials

for engineering, inflatable water- and oiltanks, rescue and (passive) military use.
2. Spare parts of German high precision to improve your machine tools:
-

Machine elements for machine tools etc.
Shaft-hub-connectors, like Ringfeder, Spieth, TAS Schäfer or others.
V-Rings, O-rings and special O-rings, Forsheda, Simrit or other manufacturers.
Other machine tool’s spare parts, due to your special requirements
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